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Solmax’s technical expertise 
is based on over 15 years of 
experience as a geomembrane 
manufacturer. Its products 
are optimized for the different 
mining applications and are the 
most technologically advanced 
geomembranes on the market.

For over 6,000 years, humans have been extracting 
metals, stones, fossil fuels and salts from the Earth’s 
crust for a wide variety of applications.  This process 
is called mining.  Through history, techniques have 
continuously improved so that cost and environmental 
efficiency are consistently optimised.  Innovations 
and new technologies allow us, today, to reach new 
limits within those resources’ extraction.  One of these 
technologies is the geomembrane.

GEOMEMBRANE 
BENEFITS

EXPERTISE

Mining’s most recent processes allow mining companies to extract 
more valuable elements than ever before.
   
Some processes require many containment solutions.  Whether it’s for 
economical, technological or environmental process, containment of water, 
pads, pregnant solutions, brine and tailings are necessary in the mining 
industry today.  

Since the early 80’s, geomembrane technologies have consistently improved 
to offer economical, performing and environmentally safe containment 
solutions.  

Today’s wide variety of products can offer optimal containment solutions  
for different mining applications.
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SOLUTIONS

TECHNOLOGIES
EXPERTISE

Geomembranes will offer economical, 
performing and environmentally safe 
solutions for containment needs.

« »
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Heap leach is the mining process that consists in extracting a 
mineral from the ore by submitting the ore to various chemicals 
that will absorb the mineral and form a pregnant solution, thus 
to prevent contamination, containing these chemicals is of the 
utmost importance. 
  
As the heap leach process requires large quantities of liquids (such as 
chemicals and pregnant solutions) that cannot leak for environmental 
and economical reasons, geomembranes remain the most cost-effective 
containment solution.

HEAp lEAcH
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Figure 1 - Conventional Heap Leach Pad
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Figure 2 - Valley-fill Heap Leach Pad
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Solmax also offers a competent technical team to assist customers in choosing the optimal  
products for their application.

Solmax’s experience in the heap leach industry dates back to the early 2000s.   
Take a look at different successful projects that demonstrate Solmax’s expertise. 

 reduced linear expansion 
 High coefficient of friction
 Electro-conductivity for leak detection
 High flexibility

 High chemical resistance
 High mechanical resistance
 uV resistance
 High durability

Solmax offers a wide range of products that meet different applications’ requirements.   
Solmax offers geomembranes with:

»»»
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 location: Mexico, north America
 Material: Solmax 880T  

 (2.0 mm Textured lldPE)
 Surface Area: 400,000 m2 / 4,305,000 ft2

 Manufacturing Plant: Canada

GOld & SIlvER MINE 

 location: Peru, South America
 Material: Solmax 460 (1.5 mm HdPE),  

 Solmax 860 (1.5 mm lldPE),  
 Solmax 880 (2.0 mm lldPE)
 Surface Area: 444,224 m2 / 1,457,427 ft2

 Manufacturing Plant: Malaysia

GOld MINE 

pROjEcT REFERENcES
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 location: russia, Asia
 Material: Solmax 440 (1.0 mm HdPE),  

 Solmax 460 (1.5 mm HdPE),  
 Solmax 460ST (1.5 mm lldPE Single Textured)
 Surface Area: 2,838,057 m2 / 30,537,493 ft2

 Manufacturing Plant: Malaysia

 location: ghana, Africa
 Material: Solmax 460 (1.5 mm HdPE)
 Surface Area: 390,000 m2 / 4,197,925 ft2

 Manufacturing Plant: Canada

GOld MINE 

GOld MINE 
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Tailings are the residues from the mining process.  They can be as 
large as 1 million times greater than the mineral extracted.   
  
Tailings are often the most significant environmental liability for a mining 
project.  Failure of a tailings dam can lead to an environmental disaster.   
The containment of tailings is therefore of the utmost importance, hence the  
use of geomembranes is a cost-effective containment solution.  

TAIlINGS
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Figure 5 - Tailings Dams Construction Methods

Solmax’s qualified and experienced technical team can also assist the designers in choosing the  
optimal product for their needs. 

Solmax’s experience in tailings containment applications dates back to the early 2000s.   
Take a look at different successful projects that demonstrate Solmax’s expertise. 

Solmax’s wide range of products allows project designers to optimise their required  
containment needs:  

 reduced linear expansion 
 High coefficient of friction
 Electro-conductivity for leak detection
 High flexibility

 High chemical resistance
 High mechanical resistance
 uV resistance
 High durability

STArTEr dykE

TAIlIngS

gEOMEMbrAnE 
lInEr

SubSEquEnT 
rAISES

»»»
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 location: Canada, north America
 Material: Solmax 860 (1.5 mm lldPE)
 Surface Area: 323,340 m2 / 3,480,402 ft2

 Manufacturing Plant: Canada

 location: Peru, South America
 Material: Solmax 460 (1.5 mm HdPE)
 Surface Area: 165,981 m2 / 1,785,955 ft2           
 Manufacturing Plant: Canada

GOld & cOppER MINE  

SIlvER, ZINc & cOppER MINE 

pROjEcT REFERENcES
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 location: russia, Asia
 Material: Solmax 440 (1.0 mm HdPE)
 Surface Area: 1,400,000 m2 / 15,064,000 ft2

 Manufacturing Plant: Canada

 location: Thailand, Asia
 Material: Solmax 460 (1.5 mm HdPE)
 Surface Area: 806,400 m2 / 8,860,017 ft2

 Manufacturing Plant: Malaysia

BAuxITE & AluMINIuM MINE 

GOld MINE 
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Evaporation ponds are artificial ponds with very large surface 
areas that are designed to efficiently evaporate water by sunlight 
and exposure to the ambient temperatures.  

Evaporation of water from the brine is very slow, it takes approximately one year 
to yield 1m of salt.  An impermeable surface to contain the brine is particularly 
important as leaks extend the exploitation period, are costly and reduce the 
annual production quantity.  geomembranes are therefore a prime choice to 
contain the brine within the evaporation ponds.

EvApORATION pONd
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 reduced linear expansion 
 High coefficient of friction
 Electro-conductivity for leak detection
 High flexibility

 High chemical resistance
 High mechanical resistance
 uV resistance
 High durability

Solmax’s experience allowed its teams to acquire an expertise in this application and to develop a 
wide range of products which will allow the designers to optimise the containment and to meet all 
their required needs.  Solmax’s product range offers geomembranes with the following advantages:

Solmax’s qualified and experienced technical team can assist the designers in choosing the optimal 
product for their needs.
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 location: Chile, South America
 Material: Solmax 230 (0.75 mm PVC)
 Surface Area: 34,000,000 m2 / 365,840,000 ft2

 Manufacturing Plant: Canada

 location: Chile, South America
 Material: Solmax 440 (1 mm HdPE)
 Surface Area: 1,086,223 m2 / 11,687,760 ft2

 Manufacturing Plant: Canada

SOdIuM cHlORIdE SAlTS, pOTASSIuM, 
lITHIuM & BORIc AcIdS EvApORATION pONdS 

IOdINE SAlTS EvApORATION pONdS  

pROjEcT REFERENcES
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 location: Indonesia, Asia 
 Material: Solmax 420 (0.5 mm HdPE)
 Surface Area: 1,960,000 m2 / 21,092,344 ft2

 Manufacturing Plant: Malaysia

 location: Chile, South America
 Material: Solmax 440 (1.0 mm HdPE)  

 & Solmax 460 (1.5 mm HdPE)  
 Surface Area: 43,107 m2 / 463,831 ft2

 Manufacturing Plant: Canada

SAlTS EvApORATION pONdS  

lITHIuM EvApORATION pONdS  
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Solmax is a worldwide leader in PE geomembranes 
manufacturing, PVC pannel fabrication and offers 
both containment and fluid transportation solutions 
including HDPE pipes, valves, fittings and accessories. 
Manufactured from Canada, Malaysia and Chile, its 
products are sold in over 60 countries and are used 
by the biggest names in the mining, petroleum, waste 
management, water and civil engineering sectors. 
Solmax products are vital in protecting soils from 
contamination in applications as critical as the landfills 
of the world’s most populated cities to the tailings or 
heap leach pads of mines operating in environmentally 
fragile ecosystems.

SOlMAx 

LEADER
PROTECTION
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vISION:

QUALITY

«
»

MISSION:

Solmax offers synthetic products used for separation  
and / or containment of solids and fluids in soil protection 
and water management applications.  Intended for the 
construction, civil engineering and environment fields, 
Solmax’s products aim to improve the quality of life of 
individuals as well as our society’s well-being. 

Covering the world.
Protecting the earth.
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Polyethylene geomembranes represent the most utilized 
geomembranes in the world.  HdPE (High density 
Polyethylene) and lldPE (linear low density Polyethylene) 
represent over 80% of all geomembranes used for the various 
containment applications.   

Polyethylene is the most common plastic and has an excellent chemical 
resistance, meaning that it is not attacked by strong acids or bases.  For these 
reasons, it is a prime choice for most designers.

pE lINERS

Whether it’s because of available space or existing 
terrain, for some projects, a higher friction angle is 
required.  For this reason, Solmax has developed two 
new textured finishes.  upgrading Solmax’s textured 
finish to a rT (rough Texture) or XrT (Extra rough 
Texture) allows its geomembranes to reach some of the 
highest friction angles on the market.

Please contact Solmax’s technical team for any additional 
information required.

ASpERITy lEvEl

rT XrTStandardgri-gM 13
Standard

Asperity
(mils)

30

25

20

15

10

5

0
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HdpE SERIES

lldpE SERIES

rOLL WiDTH

6.8 - 8.0 m (22.3 - 26.2 feet)

rOLL WiDTH

6.8 - 8.0 m (22.3 - 26.2 feet)

THiCKNeSS

0.5 - 3 mm (20 - 120 mils)

THiCKNeSS

0.5 - 2.5 mm (20 - 100 mils)

STANDArD FiNiSH
 SMOOTH
 TEXTurEd (ST, dT, rT, XrT)

STANDArD FiNiSH
 SMOOTH
 TEXTurEd (ST, dT, rT, XrT)

PriMe FiNiSH

 rEFlECTIVE

 COlOrEd

 COnduCTIVE

PriMe FiNiSH

 rEFlECTIVE

 COlOrEd

 COnduCTIVE

HdpE SERIES

lldpE SERIES

HdPE geomembranes are the most commonly used liners 
for containment.  They offer high mechanical strength 
properties as well as very high chemical resistance.  
Solmax has been manufacturing HdPE geomembranes for 
over 15 years and offers a standard product that meets or 
exceeds all the minimum requirements of the grI-gM 13* 
specification developed by the grI and that is recognized 
across the world as the basic specification for critical 
containment applications. 

lldPE geomembranes have become increasingly popular 
in recent years.  While being a little less resistant to 
mechanical and chemical stress than HdPE liners of 
the same thickness, they still offer good chemical and 
mechanical resistance.  The main attribute of lldPE 
making it more and more popular is its high flexibility 
allowing the liner to drape around any protrusions 
and imperfections of the existing terrain much better 
than with the stiffer HdPE geomembranes.  Solmax 
manufactures a standard lldPE geomembrane that meets 
or exceeds the grI-gM 17* specifications, which are 
recognized as the worldwide standard for containment 
with lldPE geomembranes.

PlEASE COnTACT yOur SAlES rEPrESEnTATIVE  
FOr MOrE InFOrMATIOn

* www.geosynthetic-institute.org
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Their high flexibility and elasticity allows the prefabrication of panels which reduces field seaming.   
Their low thermal expansion coefficient reduces the wrinkles and chances of damaging the liner during 
installation.  Solmax has been prefabricating PVC geomembranes for over 25 years.

Polyvinyl Chloride (PVC) geomembranes represent about 10% 
of the industry’s volume.  While much less chemically resistant 
than Polyethylene geomembranes, PVC liners still offer great 
chemical resistance to products such as salt.  

pvc lINERS
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PlEASE COnTACT yOur SAlES rEPrESEnTATIVE  
FOr MOrE InFOrMATIOn

pvc lINERS
PANeL SiZe

1,300 - 4,500 m2 (14,000 - 48,500 ft2)

THiCKNeSS

0.25 - 1.5 mm (10 - 60 mils)

grADe

 STAndArd ASTM d-7176

 FISH grAdE

 POTAblE grAdE (nSF61)

FiNiSH

 SMOOTH 

 EMbOSSEd  
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Adding to its current line-up of geomembranes that do not only meet but exceed industry standards, Solmax 
introduces the PrEMIuM Hd SErIES, durable high-density polyethylene (HdPE) geomembrane. The specially 
engineered formulation helps improve the material’s mechanical properties and enhance the endurance properties 
namely Stress Crack resistance (SCr), Standard as well as High Pressure Oxidative Induction Time (OIT), thermal 
and uV resistance.

SOlMAx pREMIuM Hd SERIES
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OuTSTANdING duRABIlITy BETTER STRESS cRAckING  
SENSITIvITy

1 200

1 000

800

600

400

200

0

SCR Values Comparison

SCR (HR)

300 400 1 000
GRI-GM 13
Standard

Solmax
Standard

Solmax
Premium HD

AdvANTAGES 
 Improved OIT
 Improved HP-OIT
 Improved resistance to  

 Stress Crack (SCr)
 Improved uV resistance

 greater Asperity Height
 greater Puncture resistance
 greater Elongation at break

PlEASE COnTACT yOur SAlES rEPrESEnTATIVE  
FOr MOrE InFOrMATIOn

ASpERITy lEvEl

Premium HD

pREMIuM Hd SERIES
rOLL WiDTH

6.8 - 8.0 m (22.3 - 26.2 feet)

THiCKNeSS

1.0 - 2.5 mm (40 - 100 mils)

STANDArD FiNiSH

 SMOOTH

 TEXTurEd (ST, dT)

PriMe FiNiSH

 rEFlECTIVE

 COlOrEd

 COnduCTIVE

grI-  
gM 13

based on test method ASTM d-5397
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Solmax reflective liner material is a 3 layer co-extruded 
geomembrane. The product core and inferior layer remain black  
which doesn’t affect any technical properties of the liner. by changing 
the composition of the superior layer with the addition of a pure white 
pigment composed of uV additives, Solmax created a product that  
offers additional on-site benefits suitable for various applications. 

SOlMAx REFlEcTIvE lINER SERIES
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AdvANTAGES
geomembranes were created to contain solids and 
fluids for very long periods.  As such, they need to have 
high endurance properties.  One of the best additives 
for plastics to resist to uV degradation is carbon black.  
However, this results in having black geomembranes.  
black geomembranes will get very hot when exposed 
to sunlight because of its high expansion / contraction 
coefficient.  

Solmax innovated in developing a new reflective 
geomembrane.  While having obvious aesthetic 
advantages, the reflective liner will also reflect the 
sunlight and reduce the temperature of the geomembrane.   
This reduction in temperature will reduce the  
expansion / contraction of the geomembrane which  
will allow for an easier installation and reduce wrinkles  
in the liner. For composite liner systems, reducing the 
wrinkles will increase the intimate contact between the 
liner and the low permeability sub layer which will lead 
to a more efficient impermeable system. It will also slow 
down the aging process and  increase its service life.  

Another advantage of reflective geomembrane is the contrast 
between the white surface layer and the black core of the 
liner. This allows easy identification of visual defects 
as they will be more apparent than on traditional black 
geomembranes.  

While reflective geomembranes seem to only offer 
aesthetical advantages, as expressed above, significant 
benefits result from using reflective geomembranes over 
traditional black geomembranes.

PlEASE COnTACT yOur SAlES rEPrESEnTATIVE  
FOr MOrE InFOrMATIOn

REFlEcTIvE lINERS
rOLL WiDTH

6.8 - 8.0 m (22.3 - 26.2 feet)

THiCKNeSS

1.0 - 2.5 mm (40 - 100 mils)

STANDArD FiNiSH

 SMOOTH

 TEXTurEd (ST, dT, rT, XrT)

PriMe FiNiSH

 COnduCTIVE

SuRFAcE

The reflective characteristic is a prime finish available on all 
Solmax series.

Ambient Air 
Temperature,

AAT (°C)

HdPE gMb 
liner

HdPE gMb liner 
Temperature,

lT (°C)

δ Temperature (°C) 
from Smooth black 
HdPE gMb liner

30

18

 Smooth black 67 -

 Textured black 64 -3

 grey/White 49 -18

 White 43 -24

 Smooth black 25 - 

 White 17 -8

(Data after Cadwallader, Cranston and Peggs 1993)

38% Reduction for δ ΔL!... Resulting in
potential significant reduction of wrinkles!

HdPE gMb
liner

C
(X 10-5 / °C)

ΔT 
(°C)

l
(mm)

ΔL
(mm)

δ ΔL

black

White

 15 67 - 25 = 42 100 x 103 630 mm -

 15 43 - 17 = 26 100 x 103 390 mm -240 mm
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The new Solmax Conductive liner is an electrically conductive geomembrane that once installed can be 
rigorously spark-tested for ruptures and leaks. Incorporating electrically reactive carbon black and the highest 
quality HdPE & lldPE resins, Solmax Conductive liner, is a product whose specifications meets or exceeds the 
international grI-gM standards and can be spark-tested on its entire installed surface. 

SOlMAx cONducTIvE lINER
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cONTROl METHOd
As per ASTM d7240, the spark testing process can be used 
with the Solmax Conductive Liner to test for damages or 
leaks. using a conductive pad linked to a portable holiday 
detector, electrical induction to the Solmax Conductive 
Liner is performed to charge the undersurface of the liner. 
An operator can then sweep the exposed layer of the liner 
for leaks using a brush or conductive wand.
  
As soon as a leak is detected, an alarm will be heard and a 
visible spark will be seen, therefore instantly guiding the 
operator to where a repair or patch must be done.

AdvANTAGES
Spark testing an area lined with Solmax’s Conductive 
liner is not only safe but more efficient to detect  
potential leaks.

 normally difficult to reach  
 test areas such as slopes,  
 penetrations/construction  
 details, wrinkles, and liquid  
 collection sumps can now be  
 easily spark tested.

 less failures at the quality  
 control level due to defective  
 seams and visually undetectable  
 holes.

 Allows to identify holes as  
 small as pinholes

PlEASE COnTACT yOur SAlES rEPrESEnTATIVE  
FOr MOrE InFOrMATIOn

cONducTIvE lINER
rOLL WiDTH

6.8 - 8.0 m (22.3 - 26.2 feet)

THiCKNeSS

1.0 - 2.5 mm (40 - 100 mils)

STANDArD FiNiSH

 SMOOTH

 TEXTurEd (ST, rT, XrT)

PriMe FiNiSH

 rEFlECTIVE

 COlOrEd

27
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TEcHNIcAl SERvIcES
Over the years, Solmax has developed an expertise 
in all fields of research relating to the geomembrane 
industry. Our team includes civil engineers 
specializing in geosynthetics installation and design, 
as well as chemical process engineers and polymer 
scientists who can adapt our products to the evolving 
needs of the mining industry. Our technical team 
can provide support to all clients and consultants 
in optimizing the use of geomembranes for specific 
applications. 

cuSTOMER SERvIcE
quality customer service is at the very heart of 
Solmax’s core values. be it for logistical support or 
after-sale service, our qualified and experienced 
customer service team can meet all your needs, in 
over 60 countries. 

SAlES
Solmax has an experienced and qualified sales team 
able to meet the diverse needs of its clients around 
the world. Its sales representatives are familiar with 
international and regional regulations; and thus, can 
provide the optimal products for your projects, at the 
best offering and on schedule, anywhere in the world.
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Property Test Method unit
Smooth SmoothTextured Textured

HDPe series LLDPe series

Thickness (min avg.) ASTM d-5199 mm (mils) 0.5 - 3 (20 - 120) 0.75 - 3 (30 - 120) 0.5 - 2.5 (20 - 100) 0.75 - 2.5 (30 - 100)

Sheet density ASTM d-1505 g/cm3 ≥ 0.940 ≥ 0.940 ≤ 0.939 ≤ 0.939

Physical

Tensile Properties (min avg.) ASTM d-6693

   Strength at yield kn/m (ppi) 7 - 44 (40 - 252) 11.5 - 44 (66 - 252) n/A n/A

   Elongation at yield % 12 12 n/A n/A

   Strength at break kn/m (ppi) 13 - 80 (76 - 456) 11.5 - 44 (66 - 252) 13 - 66 (76 - 380) 9 - 26 (45 - 150)

   Elongation at break % 700 150 800 250 - 400

2% Modulus (max) ASTM d-5323 kn/m (ppi) n/A n/A 210 - 1,050  
(1,200 - 6,000)

315 - 1,050  
(1,800 - 6,000)

Tear resistance ASTM d-1004 n (lbf) 57 - 370 (13 - 84) 102 - 370 (23 - 84) 50 - 250 (11 - 55) 71 - 250 (16 - 55)

Puncture resistance ASTM d-4833 n (lbf) 160 - 960 (36 - 216) 265 - 800 (60 - 180) 124 - 620 (28 - 140) 150 - 500 (33 - 110)

Multi-Axial Tensile (min) ASTM d-5617 % n/A n/A 30 30

Mechanical

Carbon black Content ASTM d-4218 % 2.0 - 3.0 2.0 - 3.0 2.0 - 3.0 2.0 - 3.0

Carbon black dispersion ASTM d-5596 Category 1/2 1/2 1/2 1/2

OIT - Standard (avg.) ASTM d-3895 min 100 100 100 100

Stress crack resistance ASTM d-5397 hr 400 400 n/A n/A

Oven Aging - % retained  
after 90 days ASTM d-5721

   OIT - Standard (min. avg.) ASTM d-3895 % n/A n/A 35 35

   HPOIT (min. avg.) ASTM d-5885 % 80 80 60 60

uV resistance - % retained 
after 1600 hours ASTM d-7238

   HPOIT (min. avg.) ASTM d-5885 % 50 50 35 35

endurance

roll width m (ft) 6.8 - 8.0 (22.3 - 26.2) 6.8 - 8.0 (22.3 - 26.2) 6.8 - 8.0 (22.3 - 26.2) 6.8 - 8.0 (22.3 - 26.2)

roll length m (ft) 80.8 - 426.7  
(265 - 1,400)

80.8 - 304.8  
(265 - 1,000)

97.5 - 426.7  
(320 - 1,400)

97.5 - 426.7  
(320 - 1,400)

Area (surface / roll) m2 (ft2) 549.4 - 2,901.6 
(5,910 - 31,220)

549.4 - 2,438.4 
(5,910 - 26,240)

663.0 - 2,901.6 
(7,136 - 31,220)

663.0 - 2,901.6 
(7,136 - 31,220)

Dimensions

Single sided texture • •
double sided texture • •
rough Texture (rT)* • •
Extra rough Texture (XrT)** • •

Standard Finishes

Reflective • • • •
Colored • • • •
Conductive*** • • • •

Prime Finishes

* rT only available on thicknesses of 1 mm (40 mils) and above  
** XrT only available in thicknesses of 1.5 mm (60 mils) and above  
*** Conductive only available on smooth or top single textured standard finishes    
Solmax reserves the right to change these values at any time without notice, please confirm with your local sales representative for actual values.

SOlMAx’S STANdARd pE GEOMEMBRANE SERIES
For information on other series, please contact your local representative.
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Property Test Method unit PVC LiNerS

Thickness (nominal ± 5%) ASTM d-5199 mm (mils) 0.75 - 1 (30 - 40)

Weight kg/m2 (lbs/ft2) 0.957 - 1.335  
(0.196 - 0.273)

dimensional Stability ASTM d-1204 % 3

Specific Gravity (typical) ASTM d-792 g/cm3 1.20

Volatile loss (max loss) ASTM d-1203 % 0.5 - 0.7

Average Plasticizer Molecular weight ASTM d-2124 g/mole 400

Water Extraction (max loss) ASTM d-1239 % 0.15 - 0.20

Physical

roll width m (in) 2.16 (85)

roll length m (ft) 635 - 996  
(2,083 - 3,268)

Max Panel area m2 (ft2) 1,702 - 2,372  
(18,309 - 25,509)

Dimensions

Standard ASTM d-7176 •
Fish grade •
Potable grade (nSF61) •

grade

Shear Strength (min avg.) ASTM d-6392 kn/m (ppi) 10 - 14 (58.4 - 77.6)

Peel Strebgth (min avg.) ASTM d-6392 kn/m (ppi) 4.9 (15)

Factory Seam Strength

Embossed •

Finishes

Tensile Properties (min avg.) ASTM d-882

   Strength at break kn/m (ppi) 13 - 17 (73 - 97)

   Elongation at break % 380 - 430

100% Modulus (max) kn/m (ppi) 5.6 - 7.0 (32 - 40)

Tear resistance ASTM d-1004 n (lbf) 35 - 44 (8 - 10)

low Temperature Impact (pass) ASTM d-1790 °C (°F) -29 (-20)

Soil burial (max charge) ASTM g-160

   Strength at break % 5

   Elongation at break % 20

   100% Modulus (max) % 20

Hydrostatic resistance (min) ASTM d-751 kPa (psi) 690 - 830 (100 - 120)

Mechanical

SOlMAx’S STANdARd pvc GEOMEMBRANE SERIES
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Covering the world.
Protecting the Earth.

NORTH AMERICAN PLANT
2801 Marie-Victorin Blvd.

Varennes, Quebec
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Tel.: 450.929.1234

Toll free in North America: 1.800.571.3904

ASIAN PLANT
Lot 28, Jalan Sungai Pinang 4/2

Taman Perindustrian Pulau Indah, Fasa 2B

42920 Pelabuhan Klang, Selangor Darul Ehsan, Malaysia

Tel.: 603.3375.3600
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Barrio Industrial, Puerta Sur, San Bernardo, Chile
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